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Cohousing is an intentional community of private homes clustered around shared space. Each attached or
single family home has traditional amenities, including a private kitchen. Shared spaces typically feature a
common house, which may include a large kitchen and dining area, laundry, and recreational spaces.
Cohousing - Wikipedia
A siheyuan is a historical type of residence that was commonly found throughout China, most famously in
Beijing and rural Shanxi.Throughout Chinese history, the siheyuan composition was the basic pattern used
for residences, palaces, temples, monasteries, family businesses, and government offices.In ancient times, a
spacious siheyuan would be occupied by a single, usually large and extended ...
Siheyuan - Wikipedia
How to Create a Sustainable Lifestyle: Three Essential Steps for Sustainable Living . The Golden Rule.
Creating a sustainable lifestyle takes a lifelong commitment â€“ to learning, experimenting, exploring,
committing to increasingly sustainable practices and, above all, loving.
Creating a Sustainable Lifestyle | Sustainable Living
An annotated selection of useful Publications and films by title in alphabetical order. If you have any difficulty
in getting hold of material let the Site Editor know using the Feedback form.
community planning | publications and films a - z
This guide is all about sustainable living â€“ activities and choices that can help sustain your health, your
spirit, and the planet. The focus is on positive, constructive things you can do in your home, at work, at
school, and at play.
People- & Planet-Friendly Sustainable Living Guide http
Building and selling tiny houses with simplicity and affordability.
Austin Tiny House
http://www.habiter-autrement.org> News> Mise Ã jour : 10-09-2018 F aites un don SVP / HELP - SOS ....
Donate please!!. Co-Housing - Habitat GroupÃ© - Coop. Habitats ...
Co-Housing - Habiter-Autrement
A two-day long international happening (a non-conference) dedicated to unusual ideas for the future
development of cities will take place in two unique venues in Riga â€“ â€œGodvilâ€• in the territory of former
factory â€œVEFâ€• (May 31st) and VEF Culture Palace (June 1st).
Mad City - International happening of urban planning, Riga
CoopÃ©rative d'habitat convivial - village Ã©co-spirituel - Ecologie des relations, Ã©cologie de l'argent,
Ã©cologie de l'environnement . L'Ã©mergence de la conscience Ã©cologique remet en cause
l'individualisme forcenÃ© de ces derniÃ¨res dÃ©cennies.
Eco-village - habiter-autrement.org
This is theâ€¦monthly? bimonthly? occasional?â€¦classified thread. Post advertisements, personals, and any
interesting success stories from the last thread.
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